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ABSTRACT
Whatever happened to Blackwater RD.? is a feature length documentary thesis film
created and cultivated by Michael E. Stephenson to fulfill the requirements of the Master of Fine
Arts degree in Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema while attending the University of Central Florida.
Whatever happened to Blackwater RD.? has met these criteria of the School of Visual Arts
and Design, in the College of Arts and Humanities, by being a feature length digital film with a
budget no larger than $50,000.

This film is the efforts of the filmmaker to trace the failure of his original narrative thesis
film Blackwater RD., attempting to discover where everything went wrong while trying to
recover from such a crushing defeat. Assembled from behind the scene videos and interviews,
this film represents a collected effort to discover a way to make digital cinema from multiple
sources, ranging from digital cameras to smartphones, while still crafting a singular vision.
Digital cinema allows for films to be made in a collage-like effort to explore how narrative can
be manipulated and how a director may steer it, even in the documentary field.

Through the exploration of his own failings the filmmaker has discovered perhaps the
most important lesson of both academia and film: failure is always an option. To fail is a life
worthy experience that one should learn from and utilize in accomplishing future tasks.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION
Filmmaker’s Statement
When I was seven years old I saw the Ivan Reitman film Ghostbusters and decided right
then I wanted to be a filmmaker. Well, technically I said I wanted to be a “moviemaker” but to a
child there is no difference. As far back as I can recall I always wanted to “make movies”. But,
who is to say that ten days before I had wanted to be a fireman or astronaut or all the careers that
kids claim they want to hold before reality sets in. I know that Ghostbusters was the film that has
stayed with me the longest, but who knows what my first film every really. All these questions in
the end prove irrelevant as I choose to believe in the past as I remembered it, not because it’s true
but because it was a better story.
As Maxwell Smart said in The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, “When the legend
becomes fact, print the legend.” I have chosen to print the legend. This is not only my approach
to narrative filmmaking but also how I’ve decided to arrange Whatever Happened to Blackwater
RD.? My artistic vision has always been concerned with exploring the construct of nostalgia or
the nature of the cultural zeitgeist. I feel that the current millennial generation tends to use
popular culture as reference points to define them, the same way past generations might have
used oral storytelling and folklore to define their belief system. I personally quote Adam
Bertocci’s Overthinking Ghostbusters observation about this trend, in that “Older generation
loved pop culture. We (millennials) are pop culture” (13). They had the Bogeyman and we had
Beetlejuice. That is a theme that I originally wanted to explore in Whatever Happened to
Blackwater RD.?
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The Road to Blackwater: Description of a Thesis Development
When I was first applying for the program I had a much different film in mind.
Originally, I entered the MFA program with a low-budget horror film called Blackwater RD. that
explored themes of legend and how they affect our lives. I knew I could make the film within the
ultra-low budget model that the program demanded because it was how I had made all my films
leading up to be accepted, although on a much smaller scale. I also knew going in that I wanted
to shoot the film on digital cameras, even entertaining the idea of shooting solely on iPhone
cameras, as I wanted to make the digital medium part of the film’s aesthetic. Even the screenplay
was crafted to meet the requirements for the MFA program as I had incubated the pitch while
attending undergrad courses at UCF with the knowledge that I wanted to apply with it to the
graduate program. The most glaring issues I had at the time was the location.
Most grad students apply to the program with the intention of shooting locally, utilizing
the natural beauty of Florida or detailing certain cinematic aspects related to the state. I did not
enter the MFA program with the same frame of mind. To me the location itself needed to be the
driving force of the film, not what state it was in. If that location was in Florida, then it would be
a film about Florida. The problem was I wasn’t finding the right location that I could use to
distill the fear of isolation and the perpetual encroachment of nature. Sure, Florida has plenty of
swamps, but I was looking for something different. Something more akin to the backwoods of
European fairytales. The deep, dark woods where monsters and myths live. Finding this ideal
locale around central Orlando was proving difficult.
I was still struggling with this when I took a trip to visit family in Virginia and things
took a turn. One day, a family member mentioned an abandoned house that rested on his
2

property and asked if I wanted to see it. We drove out, quite late at night, and I saw a structure
that had been taken back by the earth. Covered in moss and vines it looked like nature had taken
it back. He told me that one night while he was out here he heard a bobcat cry inside the house
and how it sounded like a woman crying. The enthralled me so much that I began to work it into
the Blackwater script, using real life as a basis for the horror on the page. They eventually
suggested I visit a seasonal hunting lodge that some friends of them owned as it sat on the
Blackwater river and was very deep in the woods. I happily agreed in going in the hope that this
would continue to inspire the evolution of the film even further. Little did I know how that
hunting lodge would change everything.
I still recall the actual trip to the lodge for the first time. It was very deep into the
country. Paved roads would become dirt trails within a blink of the eye. Passing endless fields of
corn and cotton, you would feel lost in another time. Coming from a city background it felt alien.
In a way the only crop fields I had encountered at this point were in the rural horror films of my
youth. These were the hunting grounds of Leatherface or Jason Voorhees in my mind. As we
maneuvered through winding roads, the main one being the titular Blackwater road, my relatives
would disclose the strange and supernatural history of the local area. People seeing things in the
dark. Hearing voices in the woods. People disappearing. They made sure to point out the dark
past of the suicide bridge as we were crossing over it. All of it started to feel less like reality and
more like an actual horror film. In my head huge sections of the script were being rewritten to
accommodate these antidotes. Then, after what seemed like hours, we came to our destination.
I never believed in true love except in two instances: when I met my life partner and
when I first saw the Blackwater lodge. Sitting a distance from the main road but not entirely
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abandoned by civilization, I knew this was what I had been looking for. It was the final piece of
the puzzle. Now I could plan for the pitch phase, using the promise of a free location as a gift to
entice cast and crew. Little did I realize at the time that my dream location would prove a
nightmare for some.

Failure is Always an Option: Description of a Thesis Disintegration
Beginning in Fall 2010 I began planning to pitch my thesis film for my Thesis Review
Board, or TRB. It is this hurdle all MFA students must cross to enter the Pre-production phase.
The production pitch included a scheduled location shoot in Virginia, the lodge acting as the
film’s primary set. After my first meeting with the then acting department chair of the UCF Film
department, an understanding was made that the cast and crew could only travel to the location if
we secured the film’s final budget, which was set at $40,000.
Casting proved quick and successful. It’s said that sometimes things just fall into place
and that proved true with the group of actors I had assembled. Each one brought a life and facet
to the character I had written, making them their own “true” being. I feel in horror films that a
cast must be strong to have the audience really identify with them. The best films of this genre
make you feel like you could be in this scenario, that the actor on screen is a proxy to them, thus
making the horror that much more real. I was so in love with my cast that when my main actress
became pregnant I push production to accommodate her delivery date rather than recast. This
was the first of several roadblocks that the production would encounter.
Equally important to the eager cast was the crew we had hired. The central heads of my
pre-production were the director of photography and my production designer, both alumni of
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UCF Film. We would spend hours looking at films for elements we wanted to see in the film,
studying color and lighting queues, creating a visual look book that would guide the films
aesthetic. The one stumbling block was the role of the producer, the first one having to bow out
after also becoming pregnant herself.
By Spring 2013, and still searching for an acting producer, I had submitted the formal
thesis proposal and attending my initial Thesis Review board. The Thesis Review Board is a
meeting of selected film and school faculty who analyze my proposal. The TRB proposal consist
of a developed business plan, production milestones, production schedule, working budget,
financing plan, location breakdown, and shooting script. The Thesis Review Board reviews the
proposal and then meets with student, where the TRB shares their opinion on the validity of the
project. These opinions are returned to the film departmental chair, who in turn would outline
recommendations that must be met before being “green lit”, or before thesis production can
officially begin. My Thesis Review Board proposal received a “yellow-light”, a term used to
describe that I had shown evidence of preparation but not to have secured financing.
We attempted to raise at least 50% of our shooting budget, an allowance for the film to
officially be green lit, through an online fundraising campaign on Kickstarter. We took residue
funds raised to produce a stylistic test shoot to accompany the campaign. It was on this test shoot
that we hired a producer in a trail period with the promise of working on the actual production if
things worked out. They did not. The shoot proved fraught with location issues and, most
worrying, ego issues. Crew members were arguing over tiny issues that delayed filming for hours
while cast became more disheartened by the apparent chaos. I wish now I had taken more
control, at the time being more concerned about playing peacemaker then taking charge. Still, the
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shoot was finished, and the footage looked amazing. However, all the stress and hard work
proved empty as the campaign was unsuccessful in meeting its goal. Without the proper
financing I was forced to once again extended my production timeline.
During the Fall of 2013 my acting thesis advisor chair, Randy Finch, resigned from UCF
when he failed to receive tenure. This was not the first member of my thesis committee to resign
because of “academic turmoil” but was significant due to Randy Finch having acted as my thesis
advisor since Spring 2012. I can’t explain how detrimental this was to the entire production
process when a chair leaves a committee. It essentially throws the entire system into havoc.
While I should be focusing on meeting the needs of the Thesis Review recommendations I had to
also seek out a qualified Thesis chair, bring them up to speed on my thesis proposal, and then
have them instantly advocate for my production. As I had to spend months searching for a
qualified replacement many of the secured elements of my initial thesis proposal were coming
apart. My Camera operator had to depart for a promised paid gig. My Unit Production Manager
left, feeling that production was not going to get accomplished on a timely basis. My 1st AD was
let go due to scheduling conflicts on other productions. Almost each and every one of the crew
members I assembled had to drop-out due the delaying of production. There was no way to get a
“green-light” with an incomplete committee.
The second biggest blow came when I was informed that I could no longer shoot out of
state, a rule that seemed to be instituted after I was admitted into the program. While other grads
in the past were able to take their production beyond Florida it seemed to have proven
problematic over time. I suspected at the time that the department chair, somewhat upset at the
abrupt leaving of my Thesis chair, went back on his initial agreement that we could shoot on
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location if the budgeting demands were met. What made me mad was that it was never explained
to me. Why could my production, unlike several others, not shoot out of state. I was never given
a proper answer and to this day am hazy about the rules that govern a production traveling. I look
back now, and I wish my Thesis chair had fought for me more. I truly respect the work he did for
me, and his support in my project, but I can’t help but think that if perhaps I had a more throated
defense for shooting out of state then I would have been allowed to leave.
My now acting producer discussed searching out a replacement cabin to shoot locally but
that also proved futile as all the options explored where ultimately rejected. Either the cost of
shooting at the location would be too high or the location owner did not want a student film crew
on their property. My location manager at the time must have cycled through almost fifty
locations. We traveled to any and everywhere, looking for anything that could meet the new
local rule we had to incorporate. In the end we were never able to find a suitable location that
meet our needs or our limited budget. It got so bad that I even considered changing the location
from a cabin in the woods to a campsite. The Blackwater lodge, once the element that brought
everything together, was now tearing the production apart at the seams.
Without a replacement location and readily available cast I decided in the Spring of 2014
that my thesis film, as it was outlined in my thesis proposal, could no longer be accomplished in
a timely or satisfactory manner. All the production halts and academic re-working had slowly
disassembled the project as it was presented at the TRB. I wasn’t even sure if a green light was
possible as the film wasn’t even resembling the initial pitch. Spring 2014 also saw the loss of
my new advisor co-chair, Andrew Gay, as he resigned to accept a teaching position outside the
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state. Thankfully change in rules allowed my other co-chair, Ula Stoeckl, to become my full-time
thesis advisor but it was too late for the film however. Blackwater Rd. was dead.

So…What Happened?: Description of a Thesis Evolution
As you can imagine I felt somewhat defeated at this point. My thesis narrative that I had
worked on for the past years while in the MFA program was now dead and unsalvageable. I had
no idea what I was going to do to meet my thesis requirement. In the Fall of 2014, while still in
thesis hours, I took directed research with Dr. Lisa Mills and through these discussions I came to
decision to redirect my narrative film to a documentary with narrative elements. I had been
thinking at the time of why I wanted to make films so much. What had sparked my imagination.
And I thought back to Ghostbusters. I thought back to Universal Studios and MGM Studios,
theme parks that exposed me to the inner workings of filmmaking.
I thought back to the energy that existed in the state in the mid-nineties revolving around
film in Central Florida. For a while the state was proposed to be the new Eastern hub for studio
filmmaking. A lot of work went into facilitating the growth on the industry ranging from the
establishing of rental houses and soundstages (thanks to those amusement parks mentioned
earlier). This period came to be known as Hollywood East and it influenced my later desire to
become a filmmaker. But the dream of Hollywood East never came to full fruition. I wanted to
know why this new era of film in Florida never achieved success, as I saw the parallel between
the failings of Hollywood East and my own film.
While this pivot from a narrative to a documentary did not re-start my production process
it did force a large amount of associate research. Summer 2014 and Spring 2014 was focused on
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researching my thesis topic, which was a refocus of the research I had used in my initial thesis
proposal. I would spend large chunks of time research the development of Hollywood East as
well as the rich history of film in Florida. This research proved successful but was so heavy due
to the added topics of applying it to documentary forms. During this research period I continued
to regularly meet with my thesis advisor and together we planned milestone timelines for
graduation. During this time, I also began to collect footage shot during the pre-production
period of the narrative film. This included casting videos, fundraising shorts, and the test footage
that proved so fraught with anxiety. My idea was to string together these images in the hope of
trying to recreate the narrative through memory rather than timeline, the way our actual
memories work. Nostalgia works because we usually like to forget the negative aspects from our
past when we seek to recall happier times. This wistfulness was to be an element in the
documentary, specifically how reflection can be like watching old VHS tapes that have been
recorded out of order.
When I held a viewing of the early work cut of the film my committee decided that while
the personal reflection elements of the documentary were engaging the Hollywood East material
was less interesting. It was decided that this element of the film was unneeded and suggested to
be dropped. Now the documentary would be a personal reflection about the failure of the film
and how I came back from it. It would feature interviews with family members, crew members,
and the previously mentioned recovered footage. To continue with the VHS theme, I decided to
utilize the multiple recorded formats to re-create this mixed collage feel of that memory tends to
have.
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Conclusion
When I started this project I couldn’t be more in love with filmmaking. Film allowed me
to express myself in ways I never thought were imaginable. I wanted to enter the graduate film
program at UCF because I thought I could learn how to accomplish something I had strived my
entire life to do: make a feature length film. What I learned was much more important. Sure, I
discovered the language of film and learned to identify universal truths. I studied the films of
famous directors and learned the techniques to make a production work. I write a screenplay. I
casted a film. I hired crew. I did everything this program strives to install in its students, but I
found the one thing the most illuminating: the idea of failing.
Failure is thought of as a tragedy, and no one can argue that what happened to me
production was tragedy, but failure also is a tool. Maybe the greatest tool one has. I had so many
upsets at my time in the MFA program, so many dead ends or distractions, but I never allowed
them to stop my progress. Failure can make you humble, but that too is a gift that too many
today seem to overlook. The academic model is structured so that success is seen as proof of
learning but failing and then learning from the failure is just as important. Failure is always an
option.
Even as I fail though I still find purpose. Michael Rabiger said that “we make and view
films collectively; to hold on to the purpose behind the work, you must develop a resilient sense
of purpose” (34). All during the faults and tragedy of my production I did not lose hope. There
were times that I became angry, there were more times I become depressed, but I always knew
that my film would be the ultimate reward. It would be a visual documentary of the years I
struggled. The slow progress of my thesis has shown on the record of my transcripts and the lines
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on my face. I came into this program in my twenties and leave it in my thirties, but I leave wiser.
My purpose in this program I now feel was to impart some knowledge of my struggle to those
who would hear. To become a legend, to circle it back around, about how a production could go
so wrong that it become something new altogether. The road that lead to the cabin was long and
winding but ultimately rewarding.
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CHAPTER TWO:
DOCUMENTARY IN SEVEN IMAGES

Figure 1: Tim (Michael Martin) attempts to escape from the horrors of the woods.
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Figure 2: Director of Photography Jeffery Gross examines a shot on the promo set.

Figure 3: VHS footage inside the cabin.
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Figure 4: James K Stephenson interview.

Figure 5: Lynn (Karlyn Koebe) receives a nasty surprise in the cabin.
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Figure 6: The cabin that could have been on Blackwater RD.

Figure 7: The Blackwater RD. Script
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CHAPTER THREE:
RESEARCH
Transcript of Whatever Happened to Blackwater RD.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
MARKETING AND RELEASE
Introduction
Marketing is one of the most important elements in a film post-production strategy. It can
honestly make or break a narrative film. For independent films the importance of marketing and
word-of-mouth is multiplied substantially. With the amount of entertainment content being
produced by mainstream studios, upstart production entities, and online aggregators it makes it
that much harder for a filmmaker to have his film been seen by his intended target audience.
What has made it easier for independent filmmakers in the modern online age has been
the domination of streaming online. The day of going to the theater or film festivals has been
waning for the best decade with larger age groups, usually a filmmaker’s target audience,
deciding to stay home to stream media with ease. Film studios have answered this stream-athome desire by creating content specifically to be released online, forgoing the traditional
theatrical route. (it should be clarified that when refereeing to “online” we are referencing
content uploaded onto the Internet with “streaming” referring to the delivery of said content).
Audiences turning to online for their media watching allows the independent content
creator to reach directly to their projected audience. Film marketing in the past needed to make
audiences aware that a film would be available for a limited time in a specific arena (i.e.
Theaters, Festivals, etc.) where marketing in the online era could be as simple as letting a target
audience know that a film is available to view instantly. The issues that come with this model
turn from mass market appeal to standing out in a greater saturated market.
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Film Festival Strategy
Once filming was completed the idea was to enter Blackwater RD. first at several higher
tier film festivals. These festivals are a breeding ground for exciting, new films while also acting
as a connection to distributors, who actively shop at such festivals. Many of these well-known
festivals programs, such as South by Southwest or Sundance, require being a film’s premiere
while others allow previously screened films to show outside of competition. While these notable
festivals would certainly help bring a considerable amount of attention to Blackwater RD., and
perhaps increase hopes of gaining the attention of distributors, they were not the only festival
venue that we aimed for.
Another film festival circuit would have been those geared towards horror conventions
and larger horror specific festivals. These conventions are a gathering place for many of the
original targeted audiences that we were reaching for and its specific purpose is to gain this
attention, building the approval of fans and preparing them for any future theatrical/video
releases. Harking yet again to its success as an example, Paranormal Activity started its life on
the horror festival circuit by screening at the ScreamFest Horror Film Festival. Here it was seen
by an assistant at the Creative Arts Agency that would go on to shop the film around to several
distributors, ultimately settling with Dreamworks.
While the film festival circuit was always an avenue for the original narrative film it is no
longer an avenue we are interested in for the documentary film. While their all many film
festivals geared specifically geared toward documentary films, with many major film festivals
also having documentary categories for both feature-length and short subjects, we have chosen
alternative screening methods for the finished documentary.
63

Target Audience
Discovering a target audience for your film is not as easy as it may seem. While things
like broad groups and niche audiences are easier to decipher, and have been a focal point since a
projects inception, it is this core audience that will continue to bring recognition to a film even
after the first wave has moved on to something else. A core audience is small section of a niche
audience that will find your film particularly resonating to them. These target audiences do not
necessary need to belong to the same niche audiences that may have spawned them but come
together to rally around your film for whatever reason. Maybe it says something to them or
covers a topic that they hold dear. For whatever reason, it is these audiences that filmmakers
must reach out to cause not only would they celebrate their films but would promote itself.
Regarding Whatever Happened to Blackwater RD.?, an unconventional documentary
film based around the concept of learning from failure, the target audience would be an offshoot
of several genre groups as well as niche audiences. The core audience for the film would be
those of the documentary genre who not only seek out independent doc films but also have an
interest in the sub-category in the genre that deals with what has generally been identified as
participatory archival-based documentary film.
This interest in this kind of film is associated with audiences who have an interest in
thought collage filmmaking, the act of taking found footage and assembling it to wave together
an established narrative. The personal, participatory, aspect is also engaging to an audience
interested in connecting with the filmmaker assembling the narrative. Another associated
audience that has the possibility to be interested in this film would be those who seek out films
that were created with digital technology, specifically mixed-media digital, as it was recorded
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using multiple digital cameras. This audience, seeking out the more tech-variant filmmaking,
have an interest in seeing how consumer grade cameras can be used to facilitate storytelling.

Original Narrative Market Strategy
While many times the specific marketing aspect of a film is left up to the distributor and
the filmmaker has little or no influence on the selling of the film to the audience but when
following the independent marketing model it becomes critical for the creative entity to decide
what hook should be used to reach the target audiences. In the case of Blackwater RD. the
marketing of film would have tie directly into the touring of the film as well as the use of
community partnerships and transmedia marketing.
Community partnerships are a great way of both sub lamenting aspects called for in the
budget as well as a clever marketing device. For Blackwater RD. one of the major visual entities
of the film was a shirt worn by one of the characters advertising the fictional band No Hope. This
both represents not only a band that many of the characters would have listen to and would have
fictitiously featured in the film’s soundtrack by a real band, but also represented a focused idea
of the film as a whole. This t-shirt, and many others seen in the film, would have been a perfect
idea to utilize as a merchandise article while also serving as an advert of sorts for the film itself.
The first community partnership could have been a local silk printing company that would assist
in not only making transfers of the shirts that could be sold and distributed but also could have
created silkscreen poster prints that could be handed out at screenings as well.
The idea of transmedia marketing is also an ever-expanding forum of interest to the
independent film industry. Transmedia, also known as cross media or expanded storytelling,
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involves a narrative thread taken from the film and expanded upon in various other medias.
Transmedia has also been used in “viral” marketing, one glaring example being The Blair Witch
Project. The transmedia elements of Blair Witch concerned the idea that the film itself was real
and the cast were missing (presumed dead) and what was being seen were their last moments.
The website for the film never claimed the film as a narrative feature, purposely leaving the
nature of the footage vague. Several marketing techniques used were the poster art which
featured a missing poster of the three cast members as well as a “documentary” featurette that
tied into the history of the Blair Witch. This led many to believe that the film was a legitimate
documentary without ever claiming to be one.
With Blackwater RD. the transmedia planned elements would have concerned what
happens “after” the film. This idea is that once the film ends the world continues on and includes
a fictional book written about what happened in the woods of Blackwater, brochures for guided
trips to where our characters had died, and even a fictional film made about the
murders/disappearances (which all of these would have their own planned fake website). The
idea is that the legend of what happened in the woods had gained a cult like status and now there
was an influx of interest in the Blackwater area (thus continuing the cycle). An idea thrown
around included a giveaway of t-shirts with the woods “I lived the Blackwater Legend” not just
as an advert for the film but as a tourist like connection to the film.

New Marketing Strategy
With the changing of the narrative film to a documentary film the marketing strategy
changed dramatically. It was decided that this film, while addressing issues that would draw a
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target audience as outlined above, would not be conducive to a festival or touring strategy. This
documentary concerns personal failure and learning from that experience. While this is a topic
many can relate to I felt that such a topic was ultimately a personal one, and thus viewed in a
more personal manner. I wished for myself and the viewer to have a personal connection, as if I
was giving a lecture or conversation about the failings of filmmaking. To exhibit a film this
personal in a theatrical experience of any kind would take away from this proposed intimate
discourse between the audience. I ultimately decided to release the film online on a streaming
platform, allowing the viewer to watch in their own space at their leisure. This would allow the
target audience to have a more direct experience with the material.

Release
Another decision I made with releasing the film online was to make the film free of
charge. With the rise of streaming services like YouTube or Vimeo the expected value of content
has changed. A filmmaker now has the power to place his own value on their films.
Documentary filmmaker Robert Greenwald explained the importance of shared media as “the
audience votes with their ‘forward’ button. If they see a video that they think has something to
say, they forward it” (75). To release a film for free the creator gains the ability to decided how
a viewer interacts with the media. I feel this film was a learning experience for me and thus
should act as a learning tool for others. The film will available streaming online, in full, on the
film’s website (using a third-party streaming service to host the video). By gifting the film I have
created a contract with the audience that they should feel free to share the documentary with
other people without fear of litigation, creating a larger audience and spreading the film outside
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its target demographic. Now, this method of gifting content does not build a target audience
overnight.
While I originally planned to recoup the expenses while drafting the narrative film I no
longer feel that recouping is the primary goal. The experience making this documentary has
enlightened me to the fact that there are various distributed methods available to the present
digital filmmaker. No longer are we limited to the traditional marketing and distribution routes if
they don’t fit our model. The most important goals for these content creators now is reaching
their target audience in the best way possible.
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Film Poster

Figure 8: Film Poster
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